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Abstract: In this paper we propose a novel virtual simulation-pilot engine for speeding up air traffic
controller (ATCo) training by integrating different state-of-the-art artificial intelligence (AI)-based
tools. The virtual simulation-pilot engine receives spoken communications from ATCo trainees, and
it performs automatic speech recognition and understanding. Thus, it goes beyond only transcribing
the communication and can also understand its meaning. The output is subsequently sent to a
response generator system, which resembles the spoken read-back that pilots give to the ATCo
trainees. The overall pipeline is composed of the following submodules: (i) an automatic speech
recognition (ASR) system that transforms audio into a sequence of words; (ii) a high-level air traffic
control (ATC)-related entity parser that understands the transcribed voice communication; and (iii) a
text-to-speech submodule that generates a spoken utterance that resembles a pilot based on the
situation of the dialogue. Our system employs state-of-the-art AI-based tools such as Wav2Vec 2.0,
Conformer, BERT and Tacotron models. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work fully based
on open-source ATC resources and AI tools. In addition, we develop a robust and modular system
with optional submodules that can enhance the system’s performance by incorporating real-time
surveillance data, metadata related to exercises (such as sectors or runways), or even a deliberate
read-back error to train ATCo trainees to identify them. Our ASR system can reach as low as 5.5% and
15.9% absolute word error rates (WER) on high- and low-quality ATC audio. We also demonstrate
that adding surveillance data into the ASR can yield a callsign detection accuracy of more than 96%.

Keywords: air traffic controller training; simulation-pilot agent; BERT; automatic speech recognition
and understanding; speech synthesis.

1. Introduction

The exponential advances in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML)
have opened the door of automation to many applications. Examples are automatic speech
recognition (ASR) [1] applied to personal assistants (e.g., SIRI® or Amazon’s ALEXA®) and
natural language processing (NLP) and understating [2] for different tasks such as sentiment
analysis [3] and user intent detection [4]. Even though these advances are remarkable, many
applications have lagged behind due to their critical matter, imperative near-to-perfect
performance or simply because the users or administrators only trust the already existing
legacy systems. One clear example is air traffic control (ATC) communications.

In ATC communications, ATCos are required to issue verbal commands to pilots in
order to keep control and safety of a given area of airspace, although there are different
means of communication, such as controller–pilot data link communications (CPDLC).
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CPDLC is a two-way data link system by which controllers can transmit non-urgent
strategic messages to an aircraft as an alternative to voice communications. These messages
are displayed on a flight deck visual display.

Research targeted at understanding spoken ATC communications in the military do-
main can be traced back to the 1970s [5], late 1980s [6], and 1990s [7]. Recent projects are aim-
ing at integrating AI-based tools into ATC processes by developing robust acoustic-based
AI systems for transcribing dialogues. For instance, MALORCA [8,9], HAAWAAI [10] and
ATCO2 [11,12]. These latest projects have shown mature-enough ASR and NLP systems
that demonstrate potential for deployment in real-life operation control rooms. Other fields
of work are voice activity detection (VAD), diarization [13] and ASR [14–16]. In addition, a
few researchers have gone further by developing techniques to understand the ATCo–pilot
dialogues [9,11,17]. However, previous works are mostly disentangled from each other.
Some researchers only focus on ASR [18,19], while a few prior studies have integrated
natural language understanding into their ASR pipelines [14,20].

Another key application that has seen growth in interest is the ATCo training frame-
work. Training ATCos usually involves a human simulation-pilot. The simulation-pilot
responds to or issues a request to the ATCo trainee in order to simulate an ATC communica-
tion with standard phraseology [21]. It is a human-intensive task, where a specialized work-
force is needed during ATCo training and the overall cost is usually high. An example is the
EUROCONTROL’s ESCAPE lite simulator https://www.eurocontrol.int/simulator/escape,
accessed on 12 May 2023) which still requires a human simulation-pilot. In a standard train-
ing scenario, the default simulation-pilots (humans) are required to execute the steps given
by ATCo trainees, as in the case of real pilots (directly introduced to the simulator). The
pilots, on the other hand, update the training simulator, so that the ATCos can see whether
the pilots are following the desired orders. Therefore, this simulation is very close to a
real ATCo–pilot communication. One well-known tool for ATCo training is Eurocontrol’s
ESCAPE simulator. It is an air traffic management (ATM) real-time simulation platform
that supports: (i) airspace design for en-route and terminal maneuvering areas; (ii) the
evaluation of new operational concepts and ATCo tools; (iii) pre-operational validation
trials; and most importantly, (ii) the training of ATCos [22]. In this paper, we develop a
virtual simulation-pilot engine that understands ATCo trainees’ commands and possibly
can replace current simulators based on human simulation-pilots. In practice, the proposed
virtual simulation-pilot can handle simple ATC communications, e.g., the first phase of
the ATCo trainee’s training. Thus, humans are still required for more complex scenarios.
Analogous efforts of developing a virtual simulation-pilot agent (or parts of it) have been
covered in [23,24].

In this paper, we continue our previous work presented at SESAR Innovation Days
2022 [25]. There, a simple yet efficient ‘proof-of-concept’ virtual simulation-pilot was
introduced. This paper formalizes the system with additional ATM-related modules. It
also demonstrates that open-source AI-based models are a good fit for the ATC domain.
Figure 1 contrasts the proposed pipeline (left side) and the current (default) human-based
simulation-pilot (right side) approaches for ATCo training.

Main contributions Our work proposes a novel virtual simulation-pilot system based
on fine-tuning several open-source AI models with ATC data. Our mains contributions are:

• Could human simulation pilots be replaced (or aided) by an autonomous AI-based
system? This paper presents an end-to-end pipeline that utilizes a virtual simulation-
pilot capable of replacing human simulation-pilots. Implementing this pipeline can
speed up the training process of ATCos while decreasing the overall training costs.

• Is the proposed virtual simulation-pilot engine flexible enough to handle multiple
ATC scenarios? The virtual simulation-pilot system is modular, allowing for a wide
range of domain-specific contextual data to be incorporated, such as real-time air
surveillance data, runway numbers, or sectors from the given training exercise. This
flexibility boosts the system performance, while making its adaptation easier to various
simulation scenarios, including different airports.

https://www.eurocontrol.int/simulator/escape
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• Are open-source AI-based tools enough to develop a virtual simulation-pilot system?
Our pipeline is built entirely on open-source and state-of-the-art pre-trained AI models
that have been fine-tuned on the ATC domain. The Wav2Vec 2.0 and XLSR [26,27]
models are used for ASR, BERT [28] is employed for natural language understanding
(NLU), and FastSpeech2 [29] is used for the text-to-speech (TTS) module. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first study that utilizes open-source ATC resources
exclusively [11,30–32].

• Which scenarios can a virtual simulation-pilot handle? The virtual simulation-pilot
engine is highly versatile and can be customized to suit any potential use case. For
example, the system can employ either a male or a female voice or simulate very
high-frequency noise to mimic real-life ATCo–pilot dialogues. Additionally, new rules
for NLP and ATC understanding can be integrated based on the target application,
such as approach or tower control.
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Figure 1. Virtual simulation-pilot pipeline for ATCo training. A traditional ATCo training setup is
depicted on the right side, while our proposed virtual simulation-pilot is on the left side. The pipeline
starts with an ATCo trainee issuing a communication and its capture after the end of the push-to-talk
(PTT) signal, or voice-activity detection if not available. Then, the ASR and high-level entity parser
(NLP) modules transcribe and extract the ATC-related entities from the voice communication. The
output is later rephrased with simulation-pilot grammar. The speech synthesizer uses the generated
text to create a WAV file containing the spoken textual prompt. In the end, a response is generated by
the virtual simulation-pilot that matches the desired read-back.

The authors believe this research is a game changer in the ATM community due to
two aspects. First, a novel modular system that can be adjusted to specific scenarios, e.g.,
aerodrome control or area control center. Second, it is demonstrated that open-source
models such as XLSR [27] (for ASR) or BERT [28] (for NLP and ATC understanding) can be
successfully adapted to the ATC scenario. In practice, the proposed virtual simulation-pilot
engine could become the starting point to develop more inclusive and mature systems
aimed at ATCo training.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the virtual simulation-
pilot system, covering the fundamental background for each of the base (Section 2.1) and
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optional modules (Section 2.2) of the system. Section 3 describes the databases used. Then,
Section 4 covers the experimental setup followed for adapting the virtual simulation-pilot
and the results for each module of the system. Finally, brief future research directions are
provided in Section 5 and the paper is concluded in Section 7.

2. Virtual Simulation-Pilot System

The virtual simulation-pilot system manages the most commonly used commands
in ATC. It is particularly well-suited for the early stages of ATCo training. Its modular
design allows the addition of more advanced rules and grammar to enhance the system’s
robustness. Our goal is to enhance the foundational knowledge and skills of ATCo trainees.
Furthermore, the system can be customized to specific conditions or training scenarios,
such as when the spoken language has a heavy accent (e.g., the case of foreign English) or
when the ATCo trainee is practicing different positions.

In general, ATC communications play a critical role in ensuring the safe and effi-
cient operation of aircraft. These communications are primarily led by ATCos, who are
responsible for issuing commands and instructions to pilots in real-time. The training
process of ATCos involves three stages: (i) initial, (ii) operational, and (iii) continuation
training. The volume and complexity of these communications can vary greatly depending
on factors such as the airspace conditions and seasonal fluctuations, with ATCos often
facing increased workloads during peak travel seasons [25]. As such, ATCo trainees must
be prepared to handle high-stress and complex airspace situations through a combina-
tion of intensive training and simulation exercises with human simulation-pilots [33]. In
addition to mastering the technical aspects of air traffic control, ATCo trainees must also
develop strong communication skills, as they are responsible for ensuring clear and precise
communication with pilots at all times.

Due to the crucial aspect of ATC, efforts have been made to develop simulation in-
terfaces for their training [33–35]. Previous works includes optimization of the training
process [36], post-evaluation of each training scenario [37,38], and virtual simulation-pilot
implementation, for example, a deep learning (DL)-based implementation [39]. In [24], the
authors use sequence-to-sequence DL models to map from spoken ATC communications
to high-level ATC entities. They use the well-known Transformer architecture [40]. Trans-
former is the base of the recent, well-known encoder–decoder models for ASR (Wav2Vec
2.0 [26]) and NLP (BERT [28]). The subsections address in more detail each module that is
a part of the virtual simulation-pilot system.

2.1. Base Modules

The proposed virtual simulation-pilot system (see Figure 1) is built with a set of
base modules, and possibly, optional submodules. The most simple version of the engine
contains only the base modules.

2.1.1. Automatic Speech Recognition

Automatic speech recognition (ASR) or speech-to-text systems convert speech to text.
An ASR system uses an acoustic model (AM) and a language model (LM). The AM repre-
sents the relationship between a speech signal and phonemes/linguistic units that make
up speech and is trained using speech recordings along with their corresponding text. The
LM provides a probability distribution over a sequence of words, provides context to dis-
tinguish between words and phrases that sound similar and is trained using a large corpus
of text data. A decoding graph is built as a weighted finite state transducer (WFST) [41–43]
using the AM and LM that generates text output given an observation sequence. Standard
ASR systems rely on a lexicon, LM and AM, as stated above. Currently, there are two main
ASR paradigms, where different strategies, architectures and procedures are employed for
blending all these modules in one system. The first is hybrid-based ASR, while the second is
a more recent approach, termed end-to-end ASR. A comparison of both is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Traditional hybrid-based and more recent end-to-end automatic speech recognition systems.
These systems take an ATCo voice communication as input and then produce transcripts as output.
The dotted blocks refer to modules that are optional. For instance, surveillance data or other types of
data (e.g., sector or waypoints) can be added to increase the overall performance of the system.

Hybrid-Based Automatic Speech Recognition. ASR with hybrid systems is based
on hidden Markov models (HMM) and deep neural networks (DNN) [44]. DNNs are
an effective module for estimating the posterior probability of a given set of possible
outputs (e.g., phone-state or tri-phone-state probability estimator in ASR systems). These
posterior probabilities can be seen as pseudo-likelihoods or “scale likelihoods”, which can
be interfaced with HMM modules. HMMs provide a structure for mapping a temporal
sequence of acoustic features, X, e.g., Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), into
a sequence of states [45]. Hybrid systems remain one of the best approaches for building
ASR engines based on lattice-free maximum mutual information (LF-MMI) [46]. Currently,
HMM-DNN-based ASR is the state-of-the-art system for ASR in ATC domain [15].

Recent work in ASR has targeted different areas in ATC. For instance, a benchmark for
ASR on ATC communications databases is established in [47]. Leveraging non-transcribed
ATC audio data using semi-supervised learning has been covered in [48,49] and using
self-supervised learning for ATC in [18]. The previous work related to the large-scale
automatic collection of ATC audio data from different airports worldwide is covered
in [15,50]. Additionally, innovative research aimed at improving callsign recognition by
integrating surveillance data into the pipeline is covered by [10,12]. ASR systems are
also employed for more high-level tasks such as pilot report extractions from very-high
frequency (VHF) communications [51]. Finally, multilingual ASR has also been covered in
ATC applications in [19].

The main components of a hybrid system are a pronunciation lexicon, LM and AM.
One key advantage of a hybrid system versus other ASR techniques is that the text data
(e.g., words, dictionary) and pronunciation of new words are collected and added before-
hand, hoping to match the target domain of the recognizer. Standard hybrid-based ASR
approaches still rely on word-based lexicons, i.e., missing or out-of-vocabulary words from
the lexicon cannot be hypothesized by the ASR decoder. The system is composed of an
explicit acoustic and language model. A visual example of hybrid-based ASR systems is in
the bottom panel of Figure 2. Most of these systems can be trained with toolkits such as
Kaldi [52] or Pkwrap [53].

End-to-End Automatic Speech Recognition. End-to-end (E2E) systems are based on
a different paradigm compared to hybrid-based ASR. E2E-ASR aims at directly transcribing
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speech to text without requiring alignments between acoustic frames (i.e., input features)
and output characters/words, which is a necessary separate component in standard hybrid-
based systems. Unlike the hybrid approach, E2E models are learning a direct mapping
between acoustic frames and model label units (characters, subwords or words) in one step
toward the final objective of interest.

Recent work on encoder–decoder ASR can be categorized into two main approaches:
connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [54] and attention-based encoder–decoder
systems [55]. First, CTC uses intermediate label representation, allowing repetitions of
labels and occurrences of ‘blank output’, which labels an output with ‘no label’. Second,
attention-based encoder–decoder or only-encoder models directly learn a mapping from the
input acoustic frames to character sequences. For each time step, the model emits a character
unit conditioned on the inputs and the history of the produced outputs. The important
lines of work for E2E-ASR can be categorized as self-supervised learning [56–58] for speech
representation, covering bidirectional models [26,59] and autoregressive models [60,61].

Moreover, recent innovative research on E2E-ASR for the ATC domain is covered
in [62]. Here, the authors follow the practice of fine-tuning a Wav2Vec 2.0 model [26]
with public and private ATC databases. This system reaches on-par performances with
hybrid-based ASR models, demonstrating that this new paradigm for ASR development
also performs well in the ATC domain. In E2E-ASR, the system encodes directly an acoustic
and language model, and it produces transcripts in an E2E manner. A visual example of an
only-encoder E2E-ASR system is in the top panel of Figure 2.

2.1.2. Natural Language Understanding

Natural language understanding (NLU) is a field of NLP that aims at reading com-
prehension. In the field of ATC, NLU is related to intent detection and slot filling. The
slot-filling task is akin to named entity recognition (NER). In intent detection, the com-
mands from the communication are extracted, while slot filling refers to the values of these
commands and callsigns. Furthermore, throughout the paper, the system that extracts
the high-level ATC-related knowledge from the ASR outputs is called a high-level entity
parser system. The NER-based understanding of ATC communications has been previously
studied in [11,23,24], while our earlier work [25] includes the integration of named-entity
recognition (NER) into the virtual simulation-pilot framework.

The high-level entity parser system is responsible for identifying, categorizing and ex-
tracting crucial keywords and phrases from ATC communications. In NLP, these keywords
are classified into pre-defined categories such as parts of speech tags, locations, organi-
zations or individuals’ names. In the context of ATC, the key entities include callsigns,
commands and values (which includes units, e.g., flight level). For instance, consider the
following transcribed communication (taken from Figure 3):

ASR transcript: ryanair nine two bravo quebec turn right heading zero nine zero,

would be parsed to high-level ATC entity format:

Output: <callsign> ryanair nine two bravo quebec </callsign> <command> .. . . . .turn . . . . . . .right

. . . . . . . . . .heading </command> <value>
:::
zero

:::::
nine

::::
zero </value>.

The previous output is then used for further processing tasks, e.g., generating a
simulation-pilot-like response, metadata logging and reporting, or simply to help ATCos in
their daily tasks. Thus, NLU is mostly focused on NER [63]. Initially, NER relied on the
manual crafting of dictionaries and ontologies, which led to complexity and human error
when scaling to more entities or adapting to a different domain [64]. The advancement
of ML-based methods for text processing, including NER, has been introduced by [65].
The previous work [66] continued to advance NER techniques. A high-level entity parser
system (such as ours) can be implemented by fine-tuning a pre-trained LM for the NER
task. Currently, state-of-the-art NER models utilize pre-trained LMs such as BERT [28],
RoBERTa [67] or DeBERTa [68]. For the proposed virtual simulation-pilot, we use a fine-
tuned BERT on ATC text data.
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Figure 3. Detailed outputs of the main ML-based submodules of our proposed simulation-pilot
system. It includes pre-processing from the input audio stream, speaker role detection by push-to-talk
(PTT) signal, transcript generation and callsign/command/value extraction with the high-level entity
with ASR and NER modules, respectively. All the data are later aggregated, packaged and sent to
the response generator and TTS module. Note that these data can also be logged into a database for
control and recording. Figure adapted from our previous work [25].

2.1.3. Response Generator

The response generator (RG) is a crucial component of the simulation-pilot agent. It
processes the output from the high-level entity parser system, which includes the callsign,
commands and values uttered by the ATCo, and then later generates a spoken response.
The response is then delivered in the form of a WAV file, which is played through the
headphones of the ATCo trainee. Additionally, the response, along with its metadata, can be
stored for future reference and evaluation. The RG system is designed to generate responses
that are grammatically consistent with what a standard simulation-pilot (or pilot) would
say in response to the initial commands issued by the ATCo. The RG system comprises
three submodules: (i) grammar conversion, (ii) a word fixer (e.g., ATCo-to-pilot phrase
fixer), and (iii) text-to-speech, also known as a speech synthesizer. A visual representation
of the RG system split by submodules is in Figure 4.

Grammar Conversion Submodule. A component designed to generate the response
of the virtual simulation-pilot. First, the output of the high-level entity parser module
(discussed in Section 2.1.2) is input to the grammar conversion submodule. At this stage, the
communication knowledge has already been extracted, including the callsign, commands
and their values. This is followed by a grammar-adjustment process, where the order of the
high-level entities is rearranged. For example, we take into account the common practice of
pilots mentioning the callsign at the end of the utterance while ATCos mention it at the
beginning of the ATC communication. Thus, our goal is to align the grammar used by the
simulation-pilot with the communication style used by the ATCo. See the first left panel in
Figure 4.

Word Fixer Submodule. This is a crucial component of the virtual simulation-pilot
system that ensures that the output from the response generator aligns with the standard
ICAO phraseology. This is achieved by modifying the commands to match the desired
response based on the input communication from the ATCo. The submodule applies
specific mapping rules, such as converting descend→ descending or turn→ heading, to make
the generated reply as close to standard phraseology as possible. Similar efforts have been
covered in a recent study [39] where the authors propose a copy mechanism that copies
the key entities from the ATCo communication into the desired response of the virtual
simulation-pilot, e.g., maintain→ maintaining. In real-life ATC communication, however,
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the wording of ATCos and pilots slightly differs. Currently, our word fixer submodule
contains a list of 18 commands but can be easily updated by adding additional mapping
rules to a rules.txt file. This allows the system to adapt to different environments, such as
aerodrome control, departure/approach control or area control center. The main conversion
rules used by the word fixer submodule are listed in Table 1. The ability to modify and
adapt the word fixer submodule makes it a versatile tool for training ATCos to recognize
and respond to standard ICAO phraseology. See the central panel in Figure 4.

Text-to-Speech Submodule. Speech synthesis, also referred to as text-to-speech (TTS),
is a multidisciplinary field that combines various areas of research such as linguistics,
speech signal processing and acoustics. The primary objective of TTS is to convert text
into an intelligible speech signal. Over the years, numerous approaches have been devel-
oped to achieve this goal, including formant-based parametric synthesis [69], waveform
concatenation [70] and statistical parametric speech synthesis [71]. In recent times, the
advent of deep learning has revolutionized the field of TTS. Models such as Tacotron [72]
and Tacotron2 [73] are end-to-end generative TTS systems that can synthesize speech
directly from text input (e.g., characters or words). Most recently, FastSpeech2 [29] has
gained widespread recognition in the TTS community due to its simplicity and efficient
non-autoregressive manner of operation. Finally, TTS is a complex field that draws on a
variety of areas of research and has made significant strides recently, especially with the
advent of deep learning. For a more in-depth understanding of the technical aspects of TTS
engines, readers are redirected to [74] and novel diffusion-based TTS systems in [75]. The
TTS system for ATC is depicted in the right panel in Figure 4.

Text-to-speech SubmoduleWord Fixer SubmoduleGrammar Conversion Submodule

CallsignCommand Values

Rule-based

Callsign Command Values

rules.txt

Rule-based

turn 

direct to 

heading

heading 

proceeding 

heading

TTS system

nine zero degrees ryan air

nine two bravo quebec

Figure 4. Detailed submodules of the response generator.

Table 1. Word-fixing rules. The rules are used to convert ATCos input communications into a virtual
simulation-pilot response.

Word Fixer Submodule—Rules.txt
Horizontal commands Handover commands

continue heading→ continuing altitude contact tower→ contact tower
heading→ heading station radar→ station radar
turn→ heading squawk→ squawk
turn by→ heading squawking→ squawk
direct to→ proceeding direct contact frequency→ NONE

Level commands Speed commands
maintain altitude→maintaining altitude reduce→ reducing
maintain altitude→maintain maintain speed→maintaining
descend→ descending reduce speed→ reduce speed
climb→ climbing speed→ NONE

2.2. Optional Modules

In contrast to the base modules, covered in Section 2.1, the optional modules are blocks
that can be integrated into the virtual simulation-pilot to enhance or add new capabilities.
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An example is the PTT (push-to-talk) signal. In some cases a PTT signal is not available;
thus, voice activity detection can be integrated. Below, each of the proposed optional
modules is covered in more detail.

2.2.1. Voice Activity Detection

Voice activity detection (VAD) is an essential component in standard speech-processing
systems to determine which portions of an audio signal correspond to speech and which
are non-speech, i.e., background noise or silence. VAD can be used for offline purpose
decoding, as well as for online streaming recognition. The offline VAD is used to split
a lengthy audio into shorter segments that can then be used for training or evaluating
ASR or NLU systems. The online VAD is particularly crucial for ATC ASR when the PTT
signal is not available. An example of an online VAD is the WebRTC (developed by Google
https://webrtc.org/, accessed on 12 May 2023). In ATC communications, VAD is used to
filter out the background noise and keep only the speech segments that carry the ATCo’s
(or pilot’s) voice messages. One of the challenges for VAD in ATC communications is the
presence of a high level of background noise. The noise comes from various sources, e.g.,
the engines of aircraft, wind or even other ATCos. ATC communications can easily have
signal-to-noise (SNR) ratios lower than 15 dB. If VAD is not applied (and there is not a PTT
signal available), the ASR system may degrade the accuracy of speech transcription, which
may result in incorrect responses from the virtual simulation-pilot agent.

VAD has been explored before in the framework of ATC [76]. A general overview of
recent VAD architecture and research directions is covered in [77]. Some other researchers
have targeted how to personalize VAD systems [78] and how this module plays its role in
the framework of diarization [79]. There are several techniques used for VAD, ranging from
traditional feature-based models to hidden Markov models to Gaussian mixture-based
models [80]. On the other hand, machine-learning-based models have proven to be more
accurate and robust, particularly deep neural network-based methods. These techniques
can learn complex relationships between the audio signal and speech and can be trained
on large annotated datasets. For instance, convolutional and deep-neural-network-based
VAD has received much interest [76]. VAD can be used in various stages of the ATC
communication pipeline. VAD can be applied at the front-end of the ASR system to pre-
process the audio signal and reduce the processing time of the ASR system. Figures 1 and 2
depict where a VAD module can be integrated into the virtual simulation-pilot agent.

2.2.2. Contextual Biasing with Surveillance Data

In order to enhance the accuracy of an ASR system’s predictions, it is possible to
use additional context information along with speech input. In the ATC field, radar data
can serve as context information, providing a list of unique identifiers for aircraft in the
airspace called “callsigns”. By utilizing these radar data, the ASR system can prioritize the
recognition of these registered callsigns, increasing the likelihood of correct identification.
Callsigns are typically a combination of letters, digits and an airline name, which are
translated into speech as a sequence of words. The lattice, or prediction graph, can be
adjusted during decoding by weighting the target word sequences using the finite state
transducer (FST) operation of composition [12]. This process, called lattice rescoring,
has been found to improve the recognition accuracy, particularly for callsigns. Multiple
experiments using ATC data have demonstrated the effectiveness of this method, especially
in improving the accuracy of callsign recognition. The results of contextual biasing are
presented and discussed below in Section 4.1.

Re-ranking module based on Levenshtein distance. The high-level entity parser
system for NER (see Section 2.1.2) allows us to extract the callsign from a given transcript or
ASR 1-best hypotheses. Recognition of this entity is crucial where a single error produced
by the ASR system affects the whole entity (normally composed of three to eight words).
Additionally, speakers regularly shorten callsigns in the conversation, making it impossible
for an ASR system to generate the full entity (e.g., ‘three nine two papa’ instead of ‘austrian

https://webrtc.org/
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three nine two papa’, ‘six lima yankee’ instead of ‘hansa six lima yankee’). One way to overcome
this issue is to re-rank the entities extracted by the high-level entity parser system with the
surveillance data. The output of this system is a list of tags that match words or sequences
of words in an input utterance. As our only available source of contextual knowledge is
callsigns registered at a certain time and location, we extract callsigns with the high-level
entity parser system and discard other entities. Correspondingly, each utterance has a
list of callsigns expanded into word sequences. As input, the re-ranking module takes
(i) a callsign extracted by the high-level entity parser system and (ii) an expanded list
of callsigns. The re-ranking module compares a given n-gram sequence against a list of
possible n-grams and finds the closest match from the list of surveillance data based on
the weighted Levenshtein distance. In order to use contextual knowledge, it is necessary to
know which words in an utterance correspond to a desired entity (i.e., a callsign), which is
why it is necessary to add into the pipeline the high-level entity parser system. We skip
the re-ranking in case the output is a ‘NO_CALLSIGN’ flag (no callsign recognized).

2.2.3. Read-Back Error-Insertion Module

The approach of using the virtual simulation-pilot system can be adapted to meet
various communication requirements in ATC training. This includes creating a desirable
read-back error (RBE), which is a plausible scenario in ATC, where a pilot or ATCo misreads
or misunderstands a message [81]. By incorporating this scenario in ATCos’ training, they
can develop the critical skills for spotting these errors. This is a fundamental aspect of
ensuring the safety and efficiency of ATM [82]. The ability to simulate (by inserting a desired
error) and practice these scenarios through the use of the virtual simulation-pilot system
offers a valuable tool for ATCo training and can help to improve the overall performance of
ATC. An example could look like: ATCo: turn right→ Pilot (RBE): turning left.

The structure of the generated RBE could depend on the status of the exercise, for
instance, whether the ATCo trainee is in the aerodrome control or approach/departure
control position. These positions should, in the end, change the behavior of this optional
module. The proposed, optional RBE insertion module is depicted in Figure 5.

Read-back Insertion Pipeline

High-level

entity Parser

turning left nine zero degrees

ryanair nine two bravo quebec

turning right nine zero degrees

ryanair nine two bravo quebec

Read-back error

insertion module

rules.txt

ryanair nine two bravo quebec

turn right heading zero nine zero

Figure 5. Read-back insertion module. At first, an input transcribed communication is sent to the
high-level entity parser in order to extract the knowledge, i.e., callsign, commands and values. Later,
with a defined probability, a desired read-back error can be inserted

3. Datasets

This section describes the public databases used for training and evaluating the
different modules of our virtual simulation-pilot system. In addition, Table 2 summarizes
well-known private and public ATC-related databases [83]. Our goal is to conduct a
thorough and comprehensive study on the use of virtual simulation-pilots in ATC. To
ensure the reproducibility of our research, we use either only open-source databases or a
combination of these and private databases during the training phase of our base models.
The exception is the TTS module. The TTS system is a pre-trained out-of-the-box module
downloaded from HuggingFace (the TTS is part of the response generator). Despite this,
we aim at demonstrating the potential of the virtual simulation pilot in a more realistic
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setting. Hence, the system is also evaluated on highly challenging private databases that
the authors have access to. These databases cover real-life ATC communications, which
might contain high levels of background or cockpit noise. The results achieved in this work
can provide a better idea of the performance of our approach in practical applications,
while also highlighting its strengths and weaknesses in a real-world scenario. In any case,
our focus remains on ensuring that our research is thoroughly documented and that it can
be easily replicated by other researchers in the ATC and ATM field.

3.1. Public Databases

LDC-ATCC corpus: The air traffic control corpus (ATCC) (available for download
in: https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC94S14A, accessed on 12 May 2023) consists of
recorded speech initially designed for research on ASR. Here, the metadata is also used for
NLU research, e.g., speaker role detection. The audio data contain voice communication
traffic between various ATCos and pilots. The audio files are sampled at 8 kHz, 16-bit
linear, representing continuous monitoring without squelch or silence elimination. Each
file has a single frequency over one to two hours of audio. The corpus contains gold
annotations and metadata. The metadata cover voice activity segmentation details, speaker
role information (who is talking) and callsigns in ICAO format. In addition, the corpus
consists of approximately 25 h of ATCo and pilot transmissions (after VAD).

UWB-ATCC corpus: The UWB-ATCC corpus (released by the University of West
Bohemia, see: https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11858/00-097C-00
00-0001-CCA1-0, accessed on 12 May 2023) is a free and public resource for research on
ATC. It contains recordings of communication between ATCos and pilots. The speech is
manually transcribed and labeled with the speaker information, i.e., pilot/controller. The
total amount of speech after removing silences is 13 h. The audio data are mono-channel
sampled at 8 kHz and 16-bit PCM.

ATCO2 corpus: The dataset was built for the development and evaluation of ASR
and NLP technologies for English ATC communications. The dataset consists of English
coming from several airports worldwide (e.g., LKTB, LKPR, LZIB, LSGS, LSZH, LSZB,
YSSY). We used this corpus twofold. First, we employed up to 2500 h of audio data of the
official pseudo-annotated set (see more information in [11]) for training our ASR systems;
this training set is labeled ATCO2-PL set corpus. It is worth mentioning that the transcripts
of the ATCO2 training corpus were automatically generated by an ASR system. Despite
this, recent work has shown its potential to develop robust ASR systems for ATC from
scratch, e.g., [11]. Second, for completeness, we use the two official partitions of the ATCO2
test set, namely, the ATCO2 test set 1h corpus and the ATCO2 test set 4h corpus, as evaluation
sets. The first corpus contains 1.1 h of open-source transcribed annotations, and it can be
accessed for free at: https://www.atco2.org/data (accessed on 12 May 2023). The latter
contains ∼3 h of extra annotated data, and the full corpus is available for purchase through
ELDA at: http://catalog.elra.info/en-us/repository/browse/ELRA-S0484 (accessed on 12
May 2023). The recordings are mono-channel sampled at 16 kHz and 16-bit PCM.

ATCOSIM corpus: This is a free public database for research on ATC communications.
It comprises 10 h of speech data recorded during real-time ATC simulations using a close-
talk headset microphone. The utterances are in the English language and pronounced
by ten non-native speakers. The speakers are split by gender. Even though we do not
pursue this direction, the ATCOSIM corpus can be used for the development or adaptation
of already-existing TTS systems to ATC with voices from different genders, i.e., males or
females. ATCOSIM also includes orthographic transcriptions and additional information
about the speakers and recording sessions [32]. This dataset can be accessed for free at:
https://www.spsc.tugraz.at/databases-and-tools (accessed on 12 May 2023).

https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC94S14A
https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11858/00-097C-0000-0001-CCA1-0
https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11858/00-097C-0000-0001-CCA1-0
https://www.atco2.org/data
http://catalog.elra.info/en-us/repository/browse/ELRA-S0484
https://www.spsc.tugraz.at/databases-and-tools
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Table 2. Air traffic control communications-related databases. ? abbreviation in IETF format. † re-
search directions that can be explored based on the annotations provided by the dataset. †† ASR and
TTS are interchangeable; the same annotations of each recording can be used to fine-tune or train
a TTS module. § denotes datasets that contain annotations on the callsign or/and command level.
SpkID: Speaker role identification.

Characteristics Research Topics † Other
Database Accents ? Hrs ASR/TTS †† SpkID NLU § License Ref.

Private databases
MALORCA cs, de 14 X X X % [48]
AIRBUS fr 100 X - X % [83]
HAAWAII is, en-GB 47 X X X % [62]
Internal several 44 X % % % -

Public databases
ATCOSIM de, fr, de-CH 10.7 X % % X [32]
UWB-ATCC cs 13.2 X X % X [31]
LDC-ATCC en-US 26.2 X X X X [30]
HIWIRE fr, it, es, el 28.7 X % % X [84]
ATCO2 several 5285 X X X X [11]

3.2. Private Databases

MALORCA corpus: MAchine Learning Of speech Recognition models for Controller
Assistance: http://www.malorca-project.de/wp/ (accessed on 12 May 2023). This dataset
is based on a research project that focuses to propose a general, cheap and effective solution
to develop and automate speech recognition for controllers using the speech data and
contextual information. The data collected are mainly from the Prague and Vienna airports,
which is around 14 h. The data are split into training and testing sets with a split amount of
10 h and 4 h (2 h from each airport), respectively.

HAAWAII corpus: Highly Advanced Air Traffic Controller Workstation with Artificial
Intelligence Integration: https://www.haawaii.de (accessed on 12 May 2023): This dataset
is based on an exploratory research project that aims to research and develop a reliable and
adaptable solution to automatically transcribe voice commands issued by both ATCos and
pilots. The controller and pilot conversations are obtained from two air navigation service
providers (ANSPs): (i) NATS for London approach and (ii) ISAVIA for Icelandic en route.
The total amount of manually transcribed data available is around 47 h (partitioned into
43 h for training and 4 h for testing). The 4 h test set is taken—2 h each—from both London
and Iceland airports. Similar to another corpus, the audio files are sampled at 8 kHz and
16-bit PCM. This corpus is only used as an out-of-domain dataset; thus, we only report the
results on the ASR level.

Internal data: In addition to the above-mentioned datasets, we have data from some
industrial research projects that amount to a total duration of 44 h of speech recordings of
ATCos and pilots along with their manual transcripts.

4. Experimental Setup and Results

In this section, we present the experimental results for some modules described in
Section 2. These modules are trained with the datasets from Section 3. Note that not all
datasets are used during the training and testing phases.

4.1. Automatic Speech Recognition

This subsection list the results related to ASR, previously covered in Section 2.1.1. We
analyze (i) the three proposed ASR architectures, (ii) the training datasets used during the

http://www.malorca-project.de/wp/
https://www.haawaii.de
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training phase, and (iii) the experimental setup and results obtained on different public
and private test sets.

4.1.1. Architectures

The results of ASR are split in two. First, we evaluate hybrid-based ASR models,
which are the default in current ATC-ASR research [8,9]. Second, we train ASR models with
state-of-the-art end-to-end architectures, e.g., Transformer-based [27,40] and Conformer-
based [85]. The experimental setup and results analysis (below) for each proposed model
refers to the results from Table 3.

Hybrid-based ASR: For the hybrid-based ASR experiments, we use conventional
biphone convolutional neural network (CNN) [86] + TDNN-F [46]-based acoustic models
trained with the Kaldi [52] toolkit (i.e., nnet3 model architecture). The AMs are trained
with the LF-MMI training framework, considered to produce a state-of-the-art performance
for hybrid ASR. In all the experiments, 3-fold speed perturbation with MFCCs and i-vector
features is used. The LM is trained as a statistical 3-gram model using manual transcripts.
Previous work related to ATC with this architecture is in [11,15].

XLSR-KALDI ASR: In [87], the authors propose to use the LF-MMI criterion (similar
to hybrid-based ASR) for the supervised adaptation of the self-supervised pre-trained
XLSR model [27]. They also show that this approach outperforms the models trained
with only the supervised data. Following that technique, we use the XLSR [27] model
pre-trained with a dataset as large as 50 k h of speech data, and later we fine-tune it with the
supervised ATC data using the LF-MMI criterion. Further details about the architecture and
experimental setup for pre-training the XLSR model can be found in the original paper [27].
The results for this model are in the row tagged as ‘XLSR-KALDI’ in Table 3.

End-to-End ASR: We use the SpeechBrain [88] toolkit to train a Conformer [85] ASR
model with ATC audio data. The Conformer model is composed of 12 encoder layers and an
additional 4 decoder layers (transformer-based [40]). We reuse the Conformer-small recipe
from LibriSpeech [89] and adapt it to the ATC domain. See the recipe at: https://github.
com/speechbrain/speechbrain/tree/develop/recipes/LibriSpeech/ASR/transformer (ac-
cessed on 12 May 2023). The dimension of the encoder and decoder model is set to
dmodel = 144 with d f f n = dmodel ∗ 4. This accounts for a total of 11M parameters. We use
dropout [90] with a probability of dp = 0.1 for the attention and hidden layers, while
Gaussian error linear units (GELU) is used as the activation function [91]. We use the
Adam [92] optimizer with an initial learning rate of γ = 1e−3. We also use the default dy-
namic batching, which speeds up the training. During training, we combine the per-frame
conformer decoder output and CTC probabilities [93]. The CTC loss [94] is weighted by
α = 0.3. During inference and evaluation, the beam size is set to 66 with a CTC weight of
ctcw = 0.4.

4.1.2. Training and Test Data

Training data configuration: To see the effectiveness of using automatically tran-
scribed data, as well as comparing the performance on the in-domain VS out-of-domain
sets, we train both the hybrid (CNN-TDNNF) and E2E (Conformer) models twice. First, we
employ a mix between public and private supervised (recordings with gold annotations)
ATC resources, which comprises around 190 h. We tag these models as scenario (a)—only
supervised data. Second, we use a subset of 500 h of pseudo-annotated recordings (a seed
ASR system is used to transcribe the ATC communications from different airports) from
the open-source ATCO2-PL set corpus (see introductory paper [11]). We tag this model
as scenario (b)—only ATCO2-PL 500 h data. The results referencing both scenarios are in
Tables 3 and 4.

Test data configuration: Six different test sets are used for ASR evaluation, as shown
in Table 3. The first four test sets (highlighted in orange) are private and the last two test
sets (highlighted in blue) are open data. Each two consecutive test sets are taken from one
project: (i) NATS and ISAVIA are part of the HAAWAII corpus, (ii) Prague and Vienna are

https://github.com/speechbrain/speechbrain/tree/develop/recipes/LibriSpeech/ASR/transformer
https://github.com/speechbrain/speechbrain/tree/develop/recipes/LibriSpeech/ASR/transformer
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part of the MALORCA corpus, and (iii) ATCO2-1h and ATCO2-4h are from the ATCO2
project. Each dataset, along with the test split, is described in Section 3. We aimed at
evaluating how the model’s architecture, training paradigm (hybrid-based and E2E-ASR)
and training data directly affect the performance of ASR.

4.1.3. Evaluation Metric

The preeminent technique for evaluating the efficacy of an ASR system is the word
error rate (WER). This metric entails a meticulous comparison between the transcription
of an utterance and the word sequence hypothesized by the ASR model. The WER is
determined by computing the aggregate of three types of errors, specifically, substitutions
(S), insertions (I) and deletions (D), over the total count of words within the transcription.
Should the reference transcript comprise N words, the WER can be computed using
Equation (1), outlined below.

WER =
I + D + S

N
× 100. (1)

We evaluate all the models from Tables 3 and 4 with WERs. For the boosting experiments
(see Section 2.2.2 and Table 4) we additionally use EntWER, which evaluates WER only
on the callsign word sequence, and ACC, which evaluates the accuracy of the system in
capturing the target callsign in ICAO format.

4.1.4. Speech Recognition Results

The results of all the compared ASR models are in Table 3.
CNN-TDNNF model: This is our default architecture, as it has already been shown

to work properly on the ATC domain. It has also been used largely in prior ATC work,
such as ATCO2, HAAWAII and MALORCA (see Section 1). In our experiments, we
trained this model for both scenario (a) and scenario (b). Not surprisingly, we noted that
the WERs are heavily impacted by the training and testing data. If we compare CNN-
TDNNF scenario (a) VS scenario (b), we see a systematic drop in performance for NATS
(7.5% WER→ 26.7% WER) and ISAVIA (12.4% WER→ 34.1% WER). However, in Prague
and Vienna, which are still out-of-domain for scenario (b), less degradation in WERs is
seen: 6.6% WER→ 11.7% WER for Prague and 6.3% WER→ 11.8% WER for Vienna.

XLSR-KALDI model: As mentioned earlier, we fine-tune the XLSR model (pre-trained
based on wav2vec 2.0 [26]) with the supervised data from scenario (a). We do this as a proof
of concept. The results show that the performance is consistent over all the private test sets
compared to the CNN-TDNNF model trained with the same data. Though the model has
not seen the noisy ATCO2 data during fine-tuning, since this model is pre-trained with
large amounts of data, the WER on the ATCO2 test sets significantly improves compared to
the CNN-TDNNF model. We see an absolute improvement of 9.4% (27.4%→ 18%) and
10.9% (36.6%→ 25.7%) for the ATCO2-1h and ATCO2-4h test sets, respectively.

Conformer model: We evaluate Conformer [85], an encoder–decoder Transformer-
based [40] model. With the Conformer architecture, we again train two models: on su-
pervised data (scenario (a)) and on the 500 h ATCO2-PL set (scenario (b)). Both are tagged
as CONFORMER in Table 3. Likewise, for CNN-TDNNF models, the first four test sets
are deemed in-domain for the baseline model, whereas the last two test sets (ATCO2-1h
and ATCO2-4h test sets) are considered out-of-domain. Conversely, the second model is
optimized for the out-of-domain test sets, while the first four are considered out-of-domain.
Our goal is to demonstrate the effectiveness of the ATCO2-PL dataset as an optimal resource
for training models when only limited in-domain data are available. The second model
demonstrates competitive performance when tested on close-mic speech datasets such as
Prague and Vienna, which exclusively use the ATCo recordings. Yet, the model’s perfor-
mance deteriorates on more complex datasets, such as NATS and ISAVIA, which include
pilot speech. We also note significant improvements on the ATCO2-1h and ATCO2-4h test
sets when training with the ATCO2-PL dataset. Scenario (b) exhibits a 62% and 48% relative
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WER reduction compared to scenario (a) on ATCO2-1h and ATCO2-4h, respectively. In
contrast, the first model performed poorly on both: 41.8 and 46.2% WER, respectively. A
critical consideration arises when examining the performance of the Conformer and CNN-
TDNNF models under the same training scenario, scenario (b). Notably, the Conformer
model outperforms the CNN-TDNNF model across all datasets, except for the Vienna test
set. This leads us to hypothesize that the Conformer architecture shows greater proficiency
when being trained over extensive datasets when compared to the CNN-TDNNF model in
this particular scenario.

Table 3. WER for various public and private test sets with different ASR engines. The top results per
block are highlighted in bold. The best result per test set is marked with an underline. ‡ datasets
from HAAWAII corpus and †datasets from MALORCA project [8].

Model Test Sets
NATS ‡ ISAVIA ‡ Prague † Vienna † ATCO2-1h ATCO2-4h
scenario (a)—only supervised data

CNN-TDNNF 7.5 12.4 6.6 6.3 27.4 36.6
XLSR-KALDI 7.1 12.0 6.7 5.5 18.0 25.7
CONFORMER 9.5 13.7 5.7 7.0 41.8 46.2

scenario (b)—only ATCO2-PL 500 h data
CNN-TDNNF 26.7 34.1 11.7 11.8 19.1 25.1
CONFORMER 21.6 32.5 7.6 12.5 15.9 24.0

Callsign boosting with surveillance data (≈contextual biasing): The contextual bi-
asing approach is introduced in Section 2.2.2. Table 4 demonstrates the effect of callsign
boosting on the NATS test set (part of HAAWAII). The results of two ASR models are
compared. Both models have the same architecture (Kaldi CNN-TDNNf) but are trained
on different data. The first scenario (a), as in the experiments above, is trained on a combi-
nation of open-source and private annotated ATC databases that includes in-domain data
(NATS); the second scenario (b) is trained on the 500 hours of automatically transcribed
data collected and prepared for the ATCO2 project, which is out-of-domain data. As ex-
pected, the in-domain model performs better on the NATS dataset. At the same time, for
both models, we can see a considerable improvement when contextual biasing is applied.
The best results are achieved when only a ground-truth callsign is boosted, i.e., 86.7%→
96.1% ACC for scenario (a) and 39.9%→ 70.0% ACC for scenario (b). As in real life, we
usually do not have the ground-truth information, the improvement we can realistically
obtain with radar data is shown in the line tagged as N-grams. The effectiveness of biasing
also depends on the number of callsigns used to build the biasing FST, as the more false
callsigns are boosted the noisier the final rescoring is. According to previous findings, the
ideal size of the biasing FST for improving performance depends on the data, but typically,
the performance begins to decline when there are more than 1000 contextual entities [95].
In our data, we have an average of 200 contextual entities per spoken phrase. For the
n-gram-boosting experiments, we achieved a relative improvement in callsign WERs of
51.2% and 34% for callsign recognition with models (a) and (b), and 9.5% and 12.4% for the
entire utterance, respectively (see Table 4).
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Table 4. Results for boosting on NATS test set corpus (HAAWAII). We ablate two models: scenario (a),
a general ATC model trained only on supervised data, and scenario (b), a model trained on the
ATCO2-PL 500 h set. Results are obtained with offline CPU decoding. ¶ word error rates only on the
sequence of words that compose the callsign in the utterance.

General ATC Model ATCO2 Model-500h
Boosting WER EntWER ¶ ACC WER EntWER ¶ ACC

scenario (a)—only supervised data scenario (b)—only ATCO2-PL 500 h data
Baseline 7.4 4.1 86.7 26.7 30.0 39.9
Unigrams 7.4 3.6 88.0 25.6 24.1 46.2
N-grams 6.7 2.0 93.3 23.4 19.8 61.3
GT boosted 6.4 1.3 96.1 22.0 16.2 70.0

4.2. High-Level Entity Parser

A NER system is trained to parse text into high-level entities relevant to ATC commu-
nications. The NER module (or tagger) is depicted in Figure 3. First, a BERT [28] model
is downloaded from HuggingFace [96,97] which is then fine-tuned on the NER task with
3k sentences (∼3 h of speech) using the ATCO2 test set corpus (the pre-trained version of
BERT-base-uncased with 110 million parameters is used, see at: https://huggingface.co/
bert-base-uncased, accessed on 12 May 2023). In this corpus, each word has a tag that
corresponds to either callsign, . . . . . . . . . . . . .command,

:::::
values or

:::::
UNK (everything else). The final layer

of the BERT model is replaced by a linear layer with a dimension of 8 (this setup follows the
class structures from Section 3.3 of the paper: [13], i.e., two outputs for each class). As only
3k sentences are used, a 5-fold cross-validation is conducted to avoid overfitting. Further
details about experimentation are covered in [10]. We redirect the reader to the public
and open-source GitHub repository of the ATCO2 corpus (ATCO2 GitHub repository:
https://github.com/idiap/atco2-corpus, accessed on 12 May 2023).

Experimental setup: we fine-tune each model on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 for
10k steps. During experimentation, we use the same learning rate of γ = 5e−5, with a
linear learning rate scheduler. The dropout [90] is set to dp = 0.1 for the attention and
hidden layers, while GELU is used as an activation function [91]. We also employ gradient
norm clipping [98]. We fine-tune each model with an effective batch size of 32 for 50 epochs
with the AdamW optimizer [99] (β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, ε =1e−8).

Evaluation metric: we evaluate our NER system with the F-score. The F-score or
F-measure is a statistical measure utilized in binary classification analysis to evaluate a
test’s accuracy. The F1-score, defined in Equation (4), represents the harmonic mean of
precision and recall. Precision, as described in Equation (2), is the ratio of true positive
(TP) results to all positive results (including false positives (FP)), while recall, as defined in
Equation (3), is the ratio of TP to all samples that should have been identified as positive
(including false negatives (FN)):

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(3)

F1 =
2 ∗ Precision ∗ Recall

Precision + Recall
=

2 ∗ TP
2 ∗ TP + FP + FN

(4)

Results: the high-level entity parser system is evaluated on the only available public
resource, the ATCO2-4h test set, which contains word-level tags, i.e., callsign, command
and values. The results for precision, recall and F1-score over each of the proposed classes
are listed in Table 5. Our BERT-based system achieves a high level of performance in call-
sign detection, with an F1-score of 97.5%. However, the command and values classes show

https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
https://github.com/idiap/atco2-corpus
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an average worse performance, with F1-scores of 82.0% and 87.2%, respectively. Notably,
the command class presents the greatest challenge due to its inherent complexity when
compared to values and callsigns. Values are predominantly composed of keywords, such
as “flight level” followed by cardinal numbers such as “two”, “three hundred” or “one thou-
sand”. These characteristics make them easy for a system to recognize. Similarly, callsigns
are highly structured, consisting of an airline designator accompanied by numbers and let-
ters spoken in the radiotelephony alphabet [21]. Given their importance in communication,
as in callsign highlighting [11] or read-back error detection [81], additional validation is
necessary for real-life scenarios or when working with proprietary/private data.

Although our BERT-based system achieves a high performance in callsign recognition,
there is still room for improvement. One potential method for enhancing the performance
is to incorporate real-time surveillance data into the system [10], which was introduced in
Section 2.2.2 and Table 4.

4.3. Response Generator

The response generator is composed of three submodules (see Section 2.1.3). The
grammar conversion and word fixer submodules are based on hard-coded rules. Thus,
quantitative results are not provided.

4.4. Text to Speech

Text-to-speech (TTS) is a technology that facilitates the conversion of written text
into spoken language. When employed in ATC, TTS can be integrated with virtual
simulation-pilot systems to train ATCos. In this study, a state-of-the-art non-autoregressive
speech synthesizer, the FastSpeech2 model [29], is utilized. A pre-trained TTS model
is downloaded from the HuggingFace hub [96]. Access to the model can be obtained
at https://huggingface.co/facebook/fastspeech2-en-ljspeech, accessed on 12 May 2023.
FastSpeech2 is used in inference mode with the sentence produced by the grammar con-
version submodule, and subsequently, the word fixer submodule, serving as the prompt
of the virtual simulation-pilot. Other models, such as Tacotron [72] or Tacotron2 [73] (free
access to the Tacotron2 model can be found at https://huggingface.co/speechbrain/tts-
tacotron2-ljspeech, accessed on 12 May 2023), can be fine-tuned and implemented to handle
ATC data.

System analysis: In our experiments, we discovered that the model is capable of
handling complex word sequences, such as those commonly encountered in ATC, including
read-backs from virtual simulation-pilots that contain multiple commands and values.
However, we did not conduct any qualitative analysis of the TTS-produced voice or speech,
leaving this as a future area of exploration. We also did not investigate the possibility of
fine-tuning the TTS module with ATC audio data, as our main focus was on developing a
simple and effective virtual simulation-pilot system using pre-existing open-source models.

Future lines of work: Although we did not pursue this area, it is indeed possible
to fine-tune the TTS module using in-domain ATC data. In Table 2, we provide a list of
both public and private databases that could be utilized for this purpose. Generally, the
same annotations used for ASR can also be applied to fine-tune a TTS system. However,
there are two different approaches that could be explored simultaneously or sequentially.
First, by considering the speaker role (ATCo or pilot), the TTS module could be biased
to produce speech that is more appropriate for different roles, such as noisy speech from
pilots. Second, if datasets are available that provide information on gender and accents,
such as the ATCOSIM dataset [32], TTS models with different accents and gender could
be developed.

https://huggingface.co/facebook/fastspeech2-en-ljspeech
https://huggingface.co/speechbrain/tts-tacotron2-ljspeech
https://huggingface.co/speechbrain/tts-tacotron2-ljspeech
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Table 5. F1-score (@F1), precision (@P) and recall (@R) metrics for callsign, command and value
classes of the high-level entity parser system. Results are averaged over a 5-fold cross-validation
scheme on the ATCO2-4h corpus in order to mitigate overfitting. We run fine-tuning five times with
different training seeds (2222/3333/4444/5555/6666).

Model
Callsign Command Values

@P @R @F1 @P @R @F1 @P @R @F1

bert-base-uncased 97.1 97.8 97.5 80.4 83.6 82.0 86.3 88.1 87.2

5. Limitations and Future Work

In our investigation of ASR systems, we have explored the potential of hybrid-based
and E2E ASR systems, which can be further enhanced by incorporating data relevant
to the specific exercise undertaken by ATCo trainees, such as runway numbers or way-
point lists. Moving forward, we suggest that research should continue to explore E2E
training techniques for ASR, as well as methods for integrating contextual data into these
E2E systems.

The repetition generator currently in use employs a simple grammar converter and
a pre-trained TTS system. However, we believe that additional efforts could be made
to enhance the system’s ability to convey more complex ATC communications to virtual
simulation-pilots. In particular, the TTS system could be fine-tuned to produce female
or male voices, as well as modify key features such as the speech rate, noise artifacts or
cues to synthesize voices in a stressful situation. Additionally, a quantitative metric for
evaluating the TTS system could be integrated to further enhance its efficacy. We also list
some optional modules (see Section 2.2) that can be further explored, e.g., the read-back
insertion module or voice activity detection.

Similarly, there is scope for the development of multimodal and multitask systems.
Such systems would be fed with real-time ATC communications and contextual data
simultaneously, later generating transcripts and high-level entities as the output. Such
systems could be considered a dual ASR and high-level entity parser. Finally, the legal and
ethical challenges of using ATC audio data are another important field that needs to be
further explored in future work. We redirect the reader to the legal and privacy aspects
for collection of ATC recordings section in [11].

6. How to Develop Your Own Virtual Simulation-Pilot

If you would like to replicate this work with in-domain data, i.e., for a specific scenario
or airport, you can follow the steps below:

1. Start by defining the set of rules and grammar to use for the annotation protocol. You
can follow the cheat-sheet from the ATCO2 project [11]. See https://www.spokendata.
com/atc and https://www.atco2.org/, accessed on 12 May 2023. In addition, one can
use previous ontologies developed for ATC [17].

2. For training or adapting the virtual simulation-pilot engine, you need three sets of an-
notations: (i) gold annotations of the ATCo–pilot communications for ASR adaptation;
(ii) high-level entity annotations (callsign, command and values) to perform NLU for
ATC; and (iii) a set of rules to convert ATCo commands into pilots read-backs, e.g.,
“descend to”→ “descending to”.

3. Gather and annotate at least 1 hour of ATCo speech and 1k samples for training your
high-level entity parser system. If the reader is interested in obtaining a general idea
of how much data are needed for reaching a desired WER or F1-score, see [62] for
ASR and [11] for ATC-NLU.

4. Fine-tune a strong pre-trained ASR model, e.g., Wav2Vec 2.0 or XLSR [26,27] with
the ATC audio recordings. For instance, if the performance is not sufficient, you can
use open-source corpora (see Table 2) to increase the amount of annotated samples
(see [11,30–32]). We recommend acquiring the ATCO2-PL dataset [11], which has

https://www.spokendata.com/atc
https://www.spokendata.com/atc
https://www.atco2.org/
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proven to be a good starting point when no in-domain data are available. This is
related to ASR and NLU for ATC.

5. Fine-tune a strong pre-trained NLP model, e.g., BERT [28] or RoBERTa [67], with
the NLP tags. If the performance is not sufficient, one can follow several text-based
data-augmentation techniques. For example, it is possible to replace the callsign in
one training sample with different ones from a predefined callsign list. In that way,
one can generate many more valuable training samples. It is also possible to use more
annotations during fine-tuning, e.g., see the ATCO2-4h corpus [11].

6. Lastly, in case you need to adapt the TTS module to pilot speech, you could adapt
the FastSpeech2 [29] system. Then, you need to invert the annotations used for
ASR, i.e., using the transcripts as input and the ATCo or pilot recordings as targets.
This step is not strictly necessary, as already-available pre-trained modules possess a
good quality.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a novel virtual simulation-pilot system designed for
ATCo training. Our system utilizes cutting-edge open-source ASR, NLP and TTS systems.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such system that relies on open-source ATC
resources. The virtual simulation-pilot system is developed for ATCo training purposes;
thus, this work represents an important contribution to the field of aviation training.

Our system employs a multi-stage approach, including ASR transcription, a high-level
entity parser system and a repetition-generator module to provide pilot-like responses
to ATC communications. By utilizing open-source AI models and public databases, we
have developed a simple and efficient system that can be easily replicated and adapted
for different training scenarios. For instance, we tested our ASR system on different well-
known ATC-related projects, i.e., HAAWAII, MALORCA and ATCO2. We reached as low
as 5.5% WER on high-quality data (MALORCA, ATCo speech in operations room) and
15.9% WER on low-quality ATC audio such as the test sets from the ATCO2 project (noise
levels below 15 dB).

Going forward, there is significant potential for further improvements and expansions
to the proposed system. Incorporating contextual data, such as runway numbers or
waypoint lists, could enhance the accuracy and effectiveness of the ASR and high-level
entity parser modules. In this work, we evaluated the introduction of real-time surveillance
data, which proved to further improve the system’s performance in recognizing and
responding to ATC communications. For instance, our boosting technique brings a 9%
absolute amelioration in callsign-detection accuracy levels (86.7%→ 96.1%) for the NATS
test set. It is also important to recall that additional efforts could be made to fine-tune the
TTS system for the improved synthesis of male or female voices, as well as modifying the
speech rate, noise artifacts and other features.

The proposed ASR system can reach as low as 5.5% and 15.9% word error rates (WERs)
on high- and low-quality ATC audio (Vienna and ATCO2-test-set-1h, respectively). It is
also proven that adding surveillance data to the ASR can yield a callsign detection accuracy
of more than 96%. Overall, this work represents a promising first step towards developing
advanced virtual simulation-pilot systems for ATCo training, and it is expected that future
work will continue to explore this research direction.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

ASR Automatic Speech Recognition
NLP Natural Language Processing
ATCo Air Traffic Controller
ATC Air Traffic Control
CPDLC Controller-Pilot Data Link Communications
AI Artificial Inteligencce
WER Word Error Rate
ML Machine Learning
VAD Voice Activity Detection
ATM Air Traffic Management
TTS Text-To-Speech
NLU Natural Language Understanding
PTT Push-To-Talk
LM Language Model
AM Acoustic Model
WFST Weighted Finite State Transducer
FST Finite State Transducer
HMM Hidden Markov Models
DNN Deep Neural Networks
MFCCs Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients
LF-MMI Lattice-Free Maximum Mutual Information
VHF Very-High Frequency
E2E End-To-End
CTC Connectionist Temporal Classification
NER Named Entity Recognition
RG Response Generator
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
SNR Signal-To-Noise
dB Decibel
RBE Read-back Error
ATCC Air Traffic Control Corpus
ELDA European Language Resources Association
ANSPs Air Navigation Service Providers
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
GELU Gaussian Error Linear Units
Conformer Convolution-augmented Transformer
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